
What to Bring to Overnight Camp 
  

PLEASE LABEL EVERYTHING! Please put items marked with an * in one small plastic container 
with a lid. These items will be stored together at the education building for easy access.   Items selected 
for storing in a bin are modified this year as we make adjustments to placement of “stuff”. 
  

We will continue to update our COVID 19 procedures but can not predict in advance 
___   Two labeled masks, in separate labeled bags (2020 Adaptation) 
___   A hand towel with something attached to it so it can be hung  (2020 Adaptation) 
___   Tent  - each camper or camper family needs to have their own tent this year (2020 Adaptation) 
___   Sleeping bag  
___   Sleeping pad/mat 
___   Pillow 
___   Flashlight with extra batteries *   (Headlights work super well, leaving hands free)  
___   Bug Repellent – Products should not have DEET.  Natrapel and citronella oil work well. * 
___   Sun Protection lotion * 
___   Water Bottle (remember to label) 
___   Two towels   (one for yoga) 
___   Toothpaste and toothbrush in a container (Label!!) * 
___   Bag for dirty clothing  
___   Soap and shampoo/rinse 
___   Clothing: 
            pj’s                                                                   bathing suit  
            layers – jacket flannel/sweater                       underwear – enough for week  
            hat for sunny days                                          sneakers/shoes – comfortable for hiking 
            pants                                                               water shoes 
            shorts                                                              rain/muck boots for barnyard  
            socks                                                               raincoat or poncho  
  
For art, journals, whittling, and camp fire gatherings: 
___   pocket knife that is sharp and good for whittling* 
            a single blade is best 
___  stories, jokes, riddles, songs for the campfire! 
  
Forms! 
____  Wellness Checklist (2020 Adaptation) 
____  Waiver/Liability form 
____ Transport Form 
  
Optional: 
___   camera (please label)* 
___   stuffed animal and book for night reading  
___  craft that you would like to work on independently 
 
 NO ELECTRONICS are permitted at camp, including phones - THANK YOU! 
  


